RESEARCH SHOWS AUSTRALIAN
ANGLERS SUPPORT SANCTUARIES

World-class conservation is working
hand in hand with world-class recreational
fishing in places like Ningaloo Reef in WA,
at Solitary Islands in NSW, and right along
the Queensland coast.
Many of our most revered fishing
destinations have been marine parks for
years now, and people who fish know
that this protection is helping ensure they
stay that way. It’s no surprise that every
published scientific and government
survey of recreational fishers shows
a clear majority support sanctuaries
once they have been established.

67%

of Townsville fishers agree
that sanctuaries can lead to a
healthy Great Barrier Reef in
the future. Only 10% disagree.

99%

This map shows the collected findings of published Australian
academic/government surveys and political/market research
polling which tested the real opinions of Australian recreational
fishers towards marine sanctuaries in their local waters.

of fishers surveyed in the first
year of Ningaloo Marine Park
expansion (34% sanctuaries)
said they would return,
despite 80% claiming to be
‘affected by the sanctuaries’.6

76

73%

of fishers said GBR Marine
Park sanctuaries had
either no effect or a
positive effect on their
recreational fishing activity.9

% agree the marine

parks help ensure
sustainable fisheries.1

65%

of boaters in Moreton Bay
marine parks said sanctuaries
would be positive for the
biology of the Bay.2

82%

88%

of WA fishers agree that more
than 20% of waters off the
WA coast should be
protected in sanctuaries.10

75%

of repeat visitor fishers said
Ningaloo sanctuaries did not
affect their fishing, only 3
years after the expansion.8

of fishers surveyed are neutral
or support sanctuaries in
Solitary Islands Marine Park.

66%

of SA fishers believe sanctuaries
are a good idea, only months after
establishment of SA’s own ones.12

68%

91%

strongly support or
support sanctuaries
in general.4

of NSW fishers
believe sanctuaries
are a good idea.11

90%

88%

of fishers support
sanctuaries at Lord
Howe Island.5

of fishers surveyed gave
support in principle to the
establishment of sanctuaries
in Western Australia.7

76%

of local fishers support
sanctuaries in
Jervis Bay Marine Park.3
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